ARE YOU WORRIED ABOUT THE BLUE BANANA?!

BE CURIOUS...

OnSET online science, engineering and technology review

Want to learn about the freshest aspects of science and technology while developing your communication skills?

OnSET -- a student run online journal -- addresses intriguing aspects of science and technology. Our audience? Undergraduates, postgraduates, high school students and the broader university community.

We are looking for UNSW students or alumni to contribute to OnSET. You can commit as much or as little time as you like -- from a short article based on a previous assignment, to long-term involvement with the OnSET team. We are looking for writers, editors, and web staff.

Contributing to OnSET will give you writing, web and editing skills that are useful for assignments, theses, and grant applications, and will look great on your CV.

OnSET is an initiative of the Science Communication Program. You can gain academic credit for your work on the journal.

website: http://www.onset.unsw.edu.au   email us: onset@unsw.edu.au